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Solution to Dempwolff's Nonsolvable B-Group Problem*
V. JHA AND N. L. JOHNSON
Let G,.;; Aut Tr where st is a spread of even order q2~ 16. A subgroup S of G is a B-group if
S is a 2-group of order >.fii and Fix(S) is a Baer subplane of st. Let G* be the subgroup of G
generated by all the B-groups in G with maximum cardinality.
THEOREM. (a) If G* is nonsolvable, tr is a Hall plane or a known plane of order 16.
(b) If G* is solvable and G contains a B-group oforder wJ2q (for instance, if q is a square) then
G* is an (elementary abelian) B-group.
1. INTRODUCTION
Suppose G is a subgroup of the translation complement of a translation plane 7T of
even order q2=2n• A B-group in G is any 2-group E such that lEI> Jq and Fix(E) is a
Baer subplane of 7T. Now let ~ be the set of B-groups in G with maximum cardinality
and define G* = (~). Dempwolff proved the following result about G*.
THEOREM 1.1 (Dempwolff [1]). Suppose G* ~ 1 and let N be the group generated by
the elations in G*. Then one of the following hold when n ;;,: 4.
(a) n =4 and G* =SL(3, 2); now 7T is the Lorimer-Rahilly plane or its transpose the
Johnson- Walker plane.
(b) N <;; Z( G*) and hence N must be a group of elations with a common affine axis I.
Moreover, one of the following cases applies to G* = G*/ N.
(1) G* =SL(2, qU) for qU;;': lEI; here E denotes a B-group with maximum order in G*.
(2) G* is an elementary abelian 2-group.
(3) G* contains a normal elementary abelian subgroup Ntof order q and G*/ Nt =D2rfor
r odd. If N = 1 then G* centralizes a subplane oforder «" and if N ~ 1 then G* centralizes
a subline of order ql/2.
A group of type G* defined above will be called a DempwoljJ group. Our main result
can be stated as follows.
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose 7T is a translation plane ofeven order that admits a nonsolvable
DempwoljJ group. Then 7T is a Lorimer-Rahilly plane, a Walker-Johnson plane, or a Hall
plane.
In order to study planes that admit a solvable Dempwolff group we need to appeal to
a recent theorem of ours.
RESULT 1.3 (Jha and Johnson [8]). Suppose 7T is an affine translation plane of even
order q2 that admits a group ofaffine elations E whose axis I passes through a Baer subplane
7To of 7T. Suppose the elementwise stabilizer of 7To, in Aut 7T, contains a 2-group S. Then
(a) lSI;;,: 2Jq~IEI';;; 2; and so
(b) if q is an integer square then lSI> Jq~ IE I,;;; 2.
Using Result 1.3 we are able to extend Theorem 1.2 by proving the following result.
*This work was done when the first named author was visiting the University of Iowa during 1983-1984.
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THEOREM 1.4. Suppose 7T is an affine translation plane of even order q2 that admits a
nontrivial Dempwoljf group G*. Then either 7T is one of the planes mentioned in Theorem
1.2 or G* is a 2-group. In fact, G* is a B-group except (perhaps) when .J2q is the order
of all the B-groups in G*.
COROLLARY 1.5. Suppose 7T is an even order translation plane of order q2, where q is a
square integer. Then 7T admits a Dempwoljf group G* ¥-1 only if G* is a B-group or 7T is
a Lorimer-Rahilly plane, a Johnson- Walker plane, or a Hall plane.
REMARKS. The corollary may be viewed as being a complete solution of Dempwolff's
B-group 'problem', tacitly posed in Theorem 1.1, for planes of order 24 n (since obviously
one cannot hope to list all planes that admit just one B-group). It is very likely that
Corollary 1.5 also applies to planes of nonsquare order. In fact, all one needs to do is
to strengthen Result 1.3 by showing that 1.3(b) applies to planes of nonsquare order also.
2. REMARKS ON BAER GROUPS
Throughout the article, 7T is an affine translation plane of even order q2= 22r~ 16 and
C9 is a translation complement fixing an affine point O. Sometimes we shall tacitly regard
7T as being a vector space equipped with a spread.
A Baer group of 7T is a subgroup H ~ C9 that centralizes a Baer subplane of 7T; we
shall often denote this Baer subplane by 7TH' The following facts about Baer 2-groups
are well-known consequences of Foulser [3] and will be freely used in this paper.
RESULT 2.1 (Foulser [3]). Let H ~ C9 be a Baer group. Then
(a) the 2-elements in H form an elementary abelian 2-group B <J H; in particular, H is
solvable.
(b) when IBI>.;q then 7TH is a Desarguesian subplane of 7T.
DEFINITION 2.2. Let G be a subgroup of C9. A Baer 2-group B ~ G is optimal if
(a) 7TH is Desarguesian; and
(b) if C is a Baer 2-group in G such that 7Tc is Desarguesian then lei,,;; IBI.
REMARK 2.3. Suppose G ~ C9. If G contains a B-group then all its optimal subgroups
are B-groups and any B-group of maximum order is optimal in G.
PROOF. By Result 1 (b) the fixed plane of a B-group is Desarguesian. The remark
follows from the definition of optimality.
The following lemma will be used in several places.
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose B1 and B2 are Baer 2-groups of 7T, both of order ~4, and that
their fixed planes 7TH, and 7TH, are distinct Desarguesian planes. Assume further that A =
(Bl> B2) is an abelian group. (All this holds, for example, when an abelian group A is
generated by a distinct pair of optimal subgroups of order ~4.)
Then 7TH, and 7TH, share exactly one component I of 7T. Further
(a) Fix(B1) n 1= Fix(B2)n I = JI, where JI is a subline of I of order 1W/2 ; and
(b) the restriction map B, ~ B,17TH induces (faithfully) an elation group of 7TH for i ¥-j.
} }
PROOF. Consider the restriction map p: B2~ B2!7TH, . Now since B2 is a Baer group,
Fix (B2)n 7THl is in fact Fix( 13) n 7TH, whenever 13 E B2- {1}. But B2 is elementary abelian
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and so Fix(B2) n 17B( is either a Baer subplane 170 or a subline -Jl, But since 17B1 is
Desarguesian, B2 cannot be faithful on 17B1 when it fixes the Baer subplane 170' Thus p
induces a faithful elation group on 17B1 with axis ,jl and the lemma follows.
It is convenient at this stage to classify the solvable Dempwolff groups that do not
contain elations.
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose G* is a Dempwolff group in C§ that fixes at least two components
of 17. Assume q > 4. Then either G* = SL(2, 2') with 2' ;;;.IBI, where B is any optimal group
in G*, or G* is a Baer 2-group.
PROOF. In the notation of Theorem 1.1, N = 1. Thus the lemma is valid if Theorem
1.1, case (1) occurs. If case (2) occurs then Lemma 4(a) shows that B can only be a Baer
2-group under the present hypothesis. Finally, consider case (3) of Theorem 1.1. Now
Fix( G*) =170, a plane of order «". Also G* contains an elementary abelian subgroup
M of order q such that [S: M] = 2, whenever S is a 2-Sylow subgroup of G*. To get a
contradiction, assume BI and B2 are distinct optimal B-groups in G*. Now clearly
M, = B, n M has order ;;;.Jq for i = 1, 2 and so the previous lemma applied to M =
(MI> M 2) contradicts our hypothesis that G* fixes at least two components. Hence the
lemma is valid.
3. WHEN SL(2, 2Q ) CONTAINS A B-GROUP
In this section we consider the situation when G = SL(2, 2Q ) s;; C§ and G contains a
B-group. We show that when q > 4, 17 now must be a Hall plane.
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose q > 4 and G = SL(2, 2Q ) s;; C§. Assume further that G contains an
optimal group S so that lSI;;;.Jq. Then either G = SL(2, q) (and so 17 is a Hall ora Dempwolff
plane [2,3]) or S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G.
PROOF. Assume S ~ 1: where 1: is some Sylow 2-subgroup of G and let U be the
cyclic group of order 2Q -1 normalizing 1:. Since U is transitive on 1: -{l} we have
S¥ S(J s;; 1: for some (JE U -{1}. Now by Lemma 2.4, A=(S; S(J)= St£>S(J centralizes a
subline ,jl and also Fix(S) n 1=,jl = Fix(S(J) n 1. Thus 1: = (S(J: (JE U) also centralizes
-Jl. But since all involutions in G are Baer involutions (being mutually conjugate), we
now must have 1: acting semiregularly on l-,jl and so 11:Idivides q. But 11:I;;;.IAI ;;;.1 S12 ;;;.
(Jq? Hence G = SL(2, q) and the lemma follows.
To analyse further the situation we shall require the following number theoretic lemma.
LEMMA 3.2. Let u be a 2-primitive divisor of 2A -1 where R/2 "" A"" R. Thenfor R > 2,
u IR =;>R = u and A = R - 1.
PROOF. Suppose ulR and let (JE Aut GF(2R ) so that !(JI=u. Write F(J = Fix((J) and
suppose M(J is a Maschke complement of F(J. Since (J is semiregular on M(J -{O} we have
u IIM(JI-1 = 2\ -1 (say). Now by the primitivity of u, A must divide t. But 2A;;;. R > t
and so t = A. Thus F = F(J t£> M(J, where dim F(J = R - A and dim M(J = A; the dimensions'
being taken over GF(2).
Now consider v EAut GF(2R ) such that Ivi = R/ u = V (say). To get a contradiction we
assume the integer V ¥ 1. Now, since F; is certainly a (J-module, we obtain the following
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F; = tF; II Fo)ffiM]
where M] II F(0) =O. Thus 0 is also semiregular on M] - {O} and, as before, the primitivity
of u = 101 implies that IM]I;;;. 2A ;;;. 2R / Z• But since IFp II Fol;;;. 2 we now have IFpl> 2R / Z,
contradicting the Baer condition for the field F; C GF(2R ) . Thus M] =0 and F; S;; Fo.
Since F; =GF(2 U ) and Fo =GF(2R - A ) , we now have ulR - A. But ul R and so ul A. This
is a contradiction because the primitivity of u implies that AIu - 1. Thus R/ u = 1 and
hence Fo =GF(2). The lemma follows because now A = R - dim Fo = R-1.
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose q > 4 and that G = SL(2, 2a ) S;; 'fJ. Assumefurther that G contains
a B-group and fixes a component 1, of the spread tt. Then G = SL(2, q) and so, by
Foulser-Johnson [4], Tr is a Hall plane.
PROOF. To get a contradiction we assume throughout that 2a ~ q. So by Lemma 3.1
the Sylow 2-subgroups of G are Baer groups and hence we have
(1)
Choose a cyclic group V c G of order 2a - 1 and let B], B; be the two Sylow 2-subgroups
of G that are normalized by V. Thus V leaves invariant the Baer subplanes TrB, and TrIJ,.
Moreover,
Step 1. V acts faithfully on TrB, and TrB2 '
Proof. It is clear that the 2' elements of G that centralize TrB, must normalize B j [see
Result 2.1(a)] and therefore lie in UBj = T; (say). Since the groups of order 2a -1 in T;
are conjugate, V contains Hi>a Hall 2' subgroup of CT, ( TrBJ Moreover IH]I= IHzl because
B] and Bz , being Sylow subgroups, are conjugate in G. But V has only one subgroup
of order IHil, since it is cyclic. Thus H] = Hz centralizes both 7TB, and 7TIJ,. But this violates
the Baer condition because 7TB, ~ 7TIJ,.
Step 2. V is an autotopism group of 7TB, and TrIJ, (i.e. U fixes, in addition to 1, a
second component m, of 7TB,).
Proof. 7TB, is Desarguesian and so a V- Maschke complement of 1II B, in 7TB, lies in
a unique component m, of 7T.
Step 3. G = SL(2, 26 ) .
Proof. Otherwise there is a 0 E V so that u = 101 is a 2-primitive divisor of 2a -1. By
inequality (1) above, u-r2' -1 where 2' = q. So by steps 1 and 2, 0 acts faithfully on each
TrB, as a planar group. Hence IOlllAut GF(2')1 and now by Lemma 3.2, q =2u, a = u-1.
As 101 = u we also have Fix( 0) II 7TB, = 7To, a plane of order 2. But since V centralizes 0
it leaves Tro invariant and acts as an autotopism group of 7To. But since the order of 7To
is 2, V must therefore fix Tro elementwise. Thus IVI =2a -1 divides [AutGF(2U)1 and so
2a -11 u~2a -11 a + 1. This is easily a contradiction.
Proof. By step 3 and inequality (1), q = 2' ~ 211 (because 2Za > q) and since q> 2a = 26
we have 7~ r~ 11. Choose U E V so that lui =7 and, to get a contradiction, assume q ~ 29.
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Hence gcd (lui, 2' -1) = 1. Now by steps 1 and 2, a is a faithful planar group of 1rB, and
so 71 r; thus q = 27• Now Fix( o-)n 1rB, = 1ro is a plane of order 2 which is centralized by
V (cf. proof of step 3). Thus we have the contradiction 63 = IVI divides 7.
Finally, it remains to consider the case when q =29 and G =SL(2, 26 ) . Now choose (J
of order 9 in V and observe that Fix( (J3) n 1rBI = 1ro is a plane of order 2 or 23• In the
former case V centralizes 1ro and in the latter case (J centralizes 1ro, a plane of order 4.
Both situations are contradictions and so the lemma is valid.
We now generalize Lemma 3.3.
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let G =SL(2, 2Q ) ~ ({). If G contains a B-group then -tt is a Hall
plane, if q > 4.
PROOF. Suppose 1r is not a Hall plane. Then by Lemma 3.1, the Sylow 2-subgroups
of G are Baer groups. Now the fixed spaces of the distinct Sylow 2-subgroups of G are
pairwise disjoint Baer subplanes of 1r (or G fixes a component and Lemma 3.3 applies) .
So by Foulser and Johnson [5, Proposition 3.4], G fixes q+1 components and again
Lemma 3.3 gives a contradiction.
4. THE NONSOLVABLE DEMPWOLFF GROUPS FOR q > 4
The following lemma, probably well known to group theorists, is needed to apply the
last proposition to Dempwolff's situation.
RESULT 4.1. Let I be a finite group such that I == HI A where A is an abelian group in
the center of the group H. Assume
(a) the Schur multiplier H 2(J, C) = 1, where C is the complex field; and
(b) I is a non-abelian simple group.
Then H = lEBA; in particular this is true when I = L2(2') for s> 2.
PROOF. Condition (a) when combined with Huppert [7, Hilfsatz 23.2(b)] yields
H' n A = 1. Thus H'EBA is normal in H. Now since I is simple and HIH' is abelian, I
appears as a section of H'. Thus IIIIAI divides IH'EB AI and so, since I == HI A, we have
IHIIIH'EBAI. Hence H = H'tJ)A and I== HI A== H'. The fact that I== L2(2') is permitted
follows from [7, Satz 25.5].
For the remainder of the section we assume that 1r admits a nonsolvable Dempwolff
group G* and that q > 4. So Result 4.1 when combined with Theorem 1.1 yields G* = I EB N
where I == SL(2, 2'), for some 2' > Jq, and N is an elation group with axis I (say).* We
shall show that 1r is a Hall plane by proving that I contains a B-group and then appealing
to Proposition 3.4. As a matter of fact, Lemma 3.1, Proposition 3.4 and Result 1.3 now
immediately imply that tr is a Hall plane, except when the optimal B-groups in G* have
order .J2(j. However, since the argument for the exceptional case also works in general,
we shall not impose any restrictions on the order of the B-groups in G*.
LEMMA 4.2. Let I be a Sylow 2-subgroup of I and let S = I EB N Then
(a) S is elementary abelian and also a Sylow 2-subgroup of G*; and
(b) V = NAI) leaves S invariant and acts regular on I -{I}.
* The splitting is valid even when OJ N ~ SL(2, 4), and so 7T has order 64; this fact is verified in the appendix
to this section.
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PROOF. Part (a) is immediate and (b) holds because U is transitive on I -{1} and
IUI= q-1.
LEMMA 4.3. If 7T is not a Hall plane then N;I:- 1 and so G* fixes precisely one component
I (the axis of N).
PROOF. If N = 1 then Proposition 3.4 applies.
Since our objective is to show that 7T is a Hall plane we shall tacitly assume from now
on that N;l:-1.
LEMMA 4.4. Let SI and S2 be distinct Sylow 2-subgroups of G*. Then SI n S2 cannot
contain a B-group.
PROOF. Suppose E ~ SI n S2 is a B-group and let Ii = S, n J; then each Ii is a Sylow
2-subgroup of J. So, since S, = (Ii> N) we have II ;I:- I 2 • Now by Lemma 4.2(a) both I j
centralize a B-group E ~ SI n S2 (or SI n S2 contains no B-group and we are done). Hence
J = SL(2, 2') leaves the Desarguesian plane 7TE invariant while fixing one ofits components
,ji = In 7TE' Now by Result 2.1(a) we find that the kernel and image of J ~ JI7TE are both
solvable and hence J is solvable. This contradiction establishes the result.
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose B 1 and B2 are distinct optimal B-groups in G*. If their fixed planes
7TB, and 7TBz share a component m ;I:- l; then 7T is a Hall plane.
PROOF. Use Lemma 2.5 and Proposition 3.4.
LEMMA 4.6. Let NJ(I) =IV where V is the group of order 2' -1 normalizing I , a
Sylow 2-subgroup of J. Then 7T is a Hall plane or V is semiregular on all the B-groups in
S=I@N.
PROOF. Suppose l'E V -{1} normalizes a B-group E in S. Now
(o, n)~uu'Y
is a homomorphism because S is abelian and AIE is injective because E contains no
elations. But in fact A(E) ~ E because
on E E=>(un)'Y E E'Y = E
and hence
Thus A is an injection from E into E and so A(E) = E. But A(E) ~ I and so the B-group
E lies in I and now 7T is a Hall plane by Proposition 3.4.
Now assume if possible that 7T is not a Hall plane. So by Lemmas 4.6 and 4.4,
G* =SL(2, 2')@N contains at least (2' -1)(2' + 1) distinct B-groups which, by Lemma
4.5, together contain (22' -1)q + 1 distinct components of 7T. Thus
'q2+ 1> (22 ' -1)q+ 1
and therefore, since 2' >.;q (see, e.g, Theorem 1.1), we now have the contradiction
q> 22' - 1~ 2q - 1. Thus we have shown
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THEOREM 4.7. A translation plane of even order q2> 16 that admits a nonsolvable
Dempwolff group is a Hall plane.
Now Theorem 1.2 is a consequence of Theorem 4.7 and Dempwolff's Theorem 1.1(a).
ApPENDIX TO SECTION 4
Assume tr is a translation plane of order 64 that admits a nonsolvable Dempwolff
group G. Then by Theorem 1.1, G/ N::=SL(2, 25 ) for s~4, where N, the center of G, is
an elation group with axis I. Our objective is to verify that N has a complement in G
because then the argument of Section 4 will prove Tr is a Hall plane. Thus by result 4.1
we are justified in making the additional assumption that G/ N::= SL(2, 4) = As and INI > 1.
It will also be convenient to let A be the 64 points on the translation axis of Tr that are
not incident with 1.
LEMMA 4.A.l. Suppose LEA and GL ~As. Then the following hold.
(a) GL contains at most one group of order 5.
(b) If GL contains a subgroup of order 5 then it cannot contain a B-group.
(c) GL contains at most one optimal B-group.
PROOF. Since N cannot centralize a nontrivial homology with axis I, GL acts faithfully
on I. The lemma follows because GLII s;; As.
LEMMA 4.A.3. Let
a = {LE A: 3'P E G such that 'P(L) = Land I'PI = 5}.
Then lal = 24.
PROOF. Suppose 'Pt and 'P.. are groups of order 5 in G such that 'Ptll = 'P211. So
'P2 c N r:B 'Pt and hence 'P2 = 'Pt because N r:B 'Pt is abelian. It follows that G has exactly
six Sylow 5-subgroups. Moreover, by simple counting, the fixed space of any nontrivial
5-element in G is precisely a plane of order 4. Now Lemma 4.A.1.(a) leads to the desired
conclusion.
LEMMA 4.A.3. G has exactly five B-groups or G 2 As.
PROOF. If G contains fewer than five B-groups then an element of order 5 acts as a
planar group on some 'B-plane', contrary to Lemma 4.A.1.(b). Lemma 4.A.1.(b) also
shows that the fixed plane of every B-group is disjoint from a, defined in Lemma 4.A.2.(b).
Hence by Lemma 4.A.1.(c) if m is the number of B-groups in G, we have 8m:,;;; 1A - al
and so by Lemma 4.A.2, m e (64 - 24)/8 and the lemma follows.
LEMMA 4.A.4. G 2 As or INt =2.
PROOF. Suppose G ~ As. Then by Lemma 4.A.3 a B-group S is normalized by a
3-element (J ¥- 1. Now by counting, (J acts faithfully on Trs and so Fixt( (Y, S») is a plane
Tro of order 2. Then, since N leaves Tro invariant, we can only have INI:,;;; 2.
LEMMA 4.A.5. When INI =2 then G 2 As.
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PROOF. The Sylow 2-subgroups of G are now clearly elementary abelian of order 8.
Hence G, a group of order 120, cannot be SL(2, 5). But since Z( G) = N, it is an elementary
exercise (e.g., [6, exercise 22, p. 56]) to verify that [G, G] =A s.
Lemmas 4.A.4 and 4.A.5 immediately lead to the desired splitting of G.
PROPOSITION 5. Let G be a nonsolvable Dempwolffgroup ofa translation plane oforder
64. Then G =: SL(2, 2') ED N, for s » 2.
5. THE SOLVABLE DEMPWOLFF GROUPS
LEMMA 5.1. Let H be a 2-group with central involution a such that H / (a) is elementary
abelian. Suppose J is an elementary abelian subgroup of H. Then
'<IhEH.
PROOF. Since H/(a) is elementary abelian and w.l.o.g. H is not elementary abelian
we have hx = xha and hy =yha whenever x, y EJ - C)(h). Now it is sufficient to show
that xy E C)(h). But this is immediate since xhx =yhy( = ha)=>yxh = hyx.
Now for the first time we appeal to our earlier work [8], Result 1.3 of this paper.
LEMMA 5.2. Assume q> 4 and suppose G ~ Cfj is a solvable Dempwolffgroup of7T. Then
G is a 2-group satisfying the conditions in Theorem 1.1(2).
PROOF. If not, then Theorem 1.1(3) applies and now, since q\ / 2 is an integer, Result
1.3 implies that N, the elation subgroup of G, has order :0:;;2. Thus by Lemma 2.5 we may
assume N = (n), where n is a nontrivial elation. Since Theorem 1.1(2) does not apply, G
contains at least two optimal B-groups B\ and B2 • Also G contains a normal 2-group M
so that 211[G:M] and M/(n) is elementary abelian (with nEM). Hence, clearly ICd;;:.
IBj l/ 2, where C, = B, n M for i = 1, 2.* Now by Lemma 5.1 applied to M we find that
each a, E C, centralizes some element of C), (for i;c j) and so leaves 7Tc= 7TH invariant.
J J
Moreover Cj is clearly the largest 2-group in M that fixes 7TH) elementwise. Thus C j
normalizes C, and vice versa. Now A =(Cl> C2) = C\ ED C2 is elementary abelian and by
Lemma 2.4, Fix(A) =.fl = Fix( C\) n 1= Fix( C2 ) n 1, where 1 is some component of 7T.
Thus Fix(BJ n 1 is also -J] for i =1, 2. But since B\ and B2 were chosen to be arbitrary
optimal B-groups, and G is generated by all such B-groups, we have shown that Fix( G) =
-J]. This contradicts Dempwolff's Theorem 1.1(3), since there IFix(G) n 11 is required to
be q\ / 2. So the lemma is proved.
We now establish that G is a B-group except when the optimal groups in G have order
J2q.
LEMMA 5.3. Assume q> 4 and G is a solvable Dempwolff group. If E is an optimal
B-group in G then G =E unless lEI =J2q.
PROOF. By Result 1.3 and Lemma 2.5 it is sufficient to consider the case when the
elation subgroup N = (n) in G has order 2. Now Lemma 2 shows that Lemma 5.1 applies
to G and so if E, F are distinct optimal B-groups in G then every nontrivial element of
* Fortunately 1T is not a plane of order 64 because by Dempwollfs Theorem 1.1(3) implies that s:" is an
integer; here 64 = q2.
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each of these Baer groups leaves the fixed plane of the other Baer group invariant. Hence
A=(E,F)=E(f)F and by Lemma 2.4, Fix(A)=Jl=Fix(E)nl=Fix(F)nl, for some
component I. Now clearly every element of A is trivial or semiregular on 1-.../1. Hence
the kernel of A ~ All is an elation group of order IE 12/ q > 2, contradicting the condition
INI =2. So the lemma is proved.
Since all translation planes of order 16 are known by DempwolfI and Riefahrt [2] we
can verify Lemma 5.3 for planes of order 16. Thus Theorem 1.2 follows from Theorem
1.1 and Lemma 5.3.
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